Announcements and Opportunities

**Asian Games Opening Ceremony**
Incheon Metropolitan City is getting ready for the 17th Asian Games 2014 that will be held from September 19th to October 4th, and Opening Ceremony tickets are now available!

**Executive Committee Meeting 2014 Venue**
Hue City, Vietnam has chosen Imperial Hotel as the venue for the 2014 Executive Committee.

**KLRTC XXIX Urban Planning Workshop**
This Urban Planning course for city leaders introduces UN-Habitat’s fundamentals of sustainable city building.

**Northeast Asian Mayors Forum in Ulaanbaatar**
From August 18th - 19th, mayors in Northeast Asia will convene to discuss their common challenges...
**Future Cities Asia**
Hear from 40+ future cities experts talking about Harnessing Technology to Transform Urban Infrastructure

**Network News**

**Urban Infrastructure Financing Options Workshop**
CityNet and CDIA held an Urban Infrastructure Financing Options workshop in Seoul, which was attended by 18 participants from six countries.

**CityNet participates in Urban Nexus Workshop**
CityNet Programme Officer, Marina Brenden gave a presentation during the 3rd Regional Workshop on Integrated Resource Management in Asian Cities ...

**CityNet signs an MoU with SHRDC**
The MoU marks the official partnership between CityNet and Seoul Human Resource Development Center (SHRDC) in a wide range of training programmes.

**Singapore officials visit the Incheon Free Economic Zone**
A number of young and promising government officials from Singapore visited the Incheon Free Economic Zone to learn about Songdo’s Smart City or Ubiquitous City (U-City).

**The first Megacity Think Tank Alliance Inaugural Forum**
CityNet Assistant Secretary General Yeonsik Yoo participated as a panelist in the first MeTTA forum which aims to provide solutions to problems that megacities face and improve the quality of their citizens’ lives.

**NIUA representatives meet CityNet Assistant Secretary General**
Representatives from the National Institute of Urban Affairs (NIUA) visited Seoul City Hall during their visit to Seoul, South Korea to attend the Second High-Level Meeting on Knowledge Hubs held by the World Bank.

**Skype call with Yokohama City and Hue City**
To strengthen relationships with its member cities, CityNet had a conference call with Yokohama City and Hue City. Via Skype or
conference call, the CityNet secretariat team wants to say hello to all members and explore how to build more sustainable cities.

Yokohama Project Office Updates

CityNet Disaster Cluster Seminar in Yokohama
All CityNet Disaster Cluster members are invited to attend the seminar in Yokohama from August 28-30, to formulate a 3 year plan for CityNet Disaster Cluster. For further information and details, please contact Kendra@citynet-yh.org

CBARAD PDM Review produces impressive results
Community Based Adaptation and Resilience Against Disasters (CBARAD) project in Iloilo is in its third and final year of the project, and a review for Project Design Matrix (PDM) was conducted from July 20-22.
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